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SUPPLIES

STAMPS
LOVELY YOU STAMPS

DIES
FOREVER FLOURISHING DIES

DESIGNER SERIES PAPER
FOREVER GOLD LASER CUT SPECIALTY DESIGNER SERIES PAPER

CARD STOCK
SOFT SEA FOAM
JUST JADE
WHISPER WHITE

COLOURING
STAMPIN' PAD CHERRY COBBLER
MOMENTO TUXEDO BLACK

EMBELLISHMENTS
FOREVER GREENERY TRIM COMBO

TOOLS
LOVELY LADELS PICK A PUNCH

ADHESIVES
GLUE DOTS
DIMENSIONALS
MULTI PURPOSE GLUE
SILICON MAT
MEASUREMENTS METRIC

(FOR A4 CARDSTOCK ONLY)

- CARDSTOCK - SOFT SEA FOAM
  - Card Base - 10.5cm x 29.8cm, score 14.9cm
  - Mat 2 - 8.5cm x 12.3cm
  - Banner - 1.9cm x 9cm
  - Insert 1 - 9.7cm x 14.1cm

- CARDSTOCK - JUST JADE
  - Mat 3 - 8.7cm x 12.5cm
  - Leaf - 10.5 cm x 14.9cm
  - Insert 2 - 10cm x 14.4cm

- CARDSTOCK - WHISPER WHITE
  - Leaf - 7cm x 10cm

- FOREVER GOLD LASER CUT SPECIALTY DESIGNER SERIES PAPER
  - Gold Panel
  - Small Gold Leaf

MEASUREMENTS IMPERIAL

(FOR LETTER SIZE CARDSTOCK ONLY)

- CARDSTOCK - SOFT SEA FOAM
  - Card Base - 8 ¼" x 11", score 5 ½"
  - Mat 2 - 3 ⅝" x 4 ⅞"
  - Banner - ¾" x 3 ½"
  - Insert 1 - 3 ¾" x 5 ¼"

- CARDSTOCK - JUST JADE
  - Mat 3 - 3- 7/16" x 4- 15/16"
  - Leaf - 4 ¼" x 5 ½"
  - Insert 2 - 4" x 5 ¼"

- CARDSTOCK - WHISPER WHITE
  - Leaf - 3" x 4"

- FOREVER GOLD LASER CUT SPECIALTY DESIGNER SERIES PAPER
  - Gold Panel
  - Small Gold Leaf
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut out each piece listed in the measurements above and score/ fold card base.

2. Leaf - Stamp Round Leaf image onto Whisper White Cardstock with Cherry Cobbler Ink. Die cut with coordinating die from Forever Flourishing Dies.

3. Banner - Stamp sentiment using Memento Tuxedo Black, stamping to the left of the banner. With the Lovely Labels Pick A Punch, punch each end of the Banner.

4. Card Front- adhere the Soft Sea Foam mat to the Just Jade mat. Then attach the Gold Laser Cut panel to the card front, you can do this by using a Silicon Mat and sponge to dab the Multi-Purpose Glue onto the back of Laser cut panel.

5. Die cut Leaf - cut a large leaf die for card front & another for card Insert. The 2nd leaf for the Insert only needs to be half of the leaf branch.

6. Layer the 3 leaves - Just Jade leaf, small gold leaf (from the Gold Laser Cut leaves) and Cherry Cobbler leaf, adhering them together using glue dots. With glue dots attach leaves to the card front.

7. Add dimensionals to the back of the card front and attach to the card base.

8. Place dimensionals onto the back of the banner and attach just at the bottom edge of stems.

9. Fold 15cm of Very Vanilla Trim In half and wrap the Gold trim around approx. 1.5cm (½”) from folded edge and tie a bow. Attach to top of stems with a glue dot.

10. Congratulations…you have completed your card.
ENJOY THE TUTORIAL. ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE ASK.
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